
How confident are you with the Crime and Punishment topics? Use the colour/number coding to evaluate your 
learning below: 

Topic  Red/1 Amber/2 Green 
/3 

C1000-C1500 Crime, punishment, and law enforcement in medieval England    
1.1 Crime, punishment, and law enforcement in Anglo-Saxon England. 

The role of Kings, Anglo-Saxon laws, Anglo Saxon enforcements, Anglo-Saxon punishments, Different 
crimes and how they were each punished 

   

1.2 Crime, punishment, and law enforcement in Norman England. 

Feudal system, Norman Laws, Norman enforcement, Norman punishment, trial by combat 

   

1.3 Crime, punishment, and law enforcement in the later middle ages. 

Change and continuity, Parliament and new laws, New enforcement, New punishments 

   

1.4 Case Study: Influence of the church on crime and punishment 

Benefit of clergy, Church courts, Sanctuary, 

   

C1500-C1700: Crime, punishment, and law enforcement in early modern England    
2.1 Changing definitions of crime C1500-C1700 
Religious changes to definitions of crime (heresy and treason), Excommunication, Changes in society 
(vagabondage etc), witchcraft, smuggling, Puritan rule and ‘moral laws’ in the 1650s 

   

2.2 Law enforcement and punishment C1500-C1700 
Continuity and change from C1500, Towns (constables), Types of crimes and respective punishments, 
early prisons, Transportation, 

   

2.3 Case study: The crimes and punishments of the Gunpowder Plotters, 1605 
Goals and aims of the plotters, The plan, Key events, short and long-term consequences. 

   

2.4 Witchcraft and the law, C1500-C1700 
Attitudes to witchcraft and the law, Punishments, Matthew Hopkins, Attitudes to women 

   

C1700-C1900: Crime, punishment, and law enforcement in the 18th and 19th centuries     
3.1 Changing definitions of crime C1700-C1900 
Smuggling: continuity and change, Highwaymen, Poaching, decriminalisation of witchcraft, Tolpuddle 
martyrs, 

   

3.2 Law enforcement and punishment C1700-C1900 
Transportation to Australia, End of public executions, Prison reform, growing government 
involvement, 

   

3.3 Law enforcement, C1700-C1900 
Crime prevention and catching criminals in the early 18th C., The Bow Street Runners, Developments 
in Police Forces, 

   

3.4 Case Study: The separate system at Pentonville Prison 
Growth of the prison system, Separate system at Pentonville, Views of the separate system, Harsh 
treatment of prisoners in late 19th C. 

   

3.5 Case Study: The reforms of Robert Peel 
Peel’s penal reforms in the 1820s, Formation of the Metropolitan Police, Criticisms of the new police 
force, Interpretations of Peel.  

   

C1900-present: Crime, Punishment, and law enforcement in recent times.    
4.1 Crime and definitions of crime C1900-present                                                                             
Changing definitions of crime (new crimes), Attitudes towards social crimes, New opportunities for 
old crimes 

   

4.2 Law enforcement C1900-present                                                                            Developments in 
policing (Science and technology), Preventing and solving crime, Increasing specialisation of police 
roles, Crime prevention 

   

4.3 Changes in punishment, C1900-present                                                                                            
Abolition of the death penalty, Role of the government, changing attitudes, Changes in the prison 
system, Specialised treatment of young offenders, 

   

4.4 Case study: Conscientious objectors in the First and Second World War                                                                                           
Conscription in WW1, Conscientious objectors and attitudes towards them in WW1, Conscientious 
objectors in WW2, Treatment of conscientious objectors in WW2 

   

4.5 Case Study: The Derek Bentley case and the abolition of capital punishment.                                                                                             
Events of the case, Public opinion of the Bentley Case, Impact in parliament. 

   

 


